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PREFACE E 

Thiss thesis consists of four papers. Each is concerned with the problem of 
findingg explicit generators for some given class field of an imaginary quadratic 
numberr field. The first chapter was written in 1997 and appeared in print as 

A.. Gee, Class invariants by Shhnura's reciprocity iaw, Journal de 
Theoriee des nombres de Bordeaux 11 (1999), pages 45-72. 

Inn it, generators for the Hubert class field are found using singular values of 
thee classical functions 72 and 73, Weber's classical f-functions of level 48, and 
hiss ^-functions of level 5. The method devised for computing the minimum 
polynomiall  of these generators proves some conjectural formulas appearing in 
recentt literature. 

Chapterr two consists of joint work with my promotor P. Stevenhagen. This 
paperr was published as 

AA Gee, P. Stevenhagen, Generating class Gelds using Shimura reci-
procity,procity, in: Algorithmic Number Theory (J. P. Buhler, ed.), Lec-
turee Notes in Computer Science 1423, Springer Verlag (1998), pages 
441-453. . 

Here,, the technical core of chapter one is given a simpler, more natural treatment. 
Exampless of class invariants are calculated using a number of modular functions 
off  higher level. 

Thee third paper, "Singular values of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued frac-
tion"tion" y written with Mascha Honsbeek, was submitted for publication in June 
1999.. We determine the class fields generated by singular values of the famous 
Rogers-Ramanujann continued fraction and give a method for writing these values 
ass nested radicals. 

Inn the fourth and final chapter, we consider a certain generalization of the 
Weberr f-functions. Using these functions, one obtains a range of class invariants 
forr any imaginary quadratic number field. 

Severall  changes of a typographical nature have been made to the published 
articless in order to allow for a uniform appearance of this thesis. In particular, 
pagee numbers and internal references have been altered. 
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